Relativistic quantum dynamics of a one-dimensional elastic continuum (string) is represented by a "detailed wave equation" which is defined at every point of the string and has local coupling to an external field at the end of string. The actual form of this wave equation is severely determined from its self-consistency, which is guaranteed by the existence of a closed algebra for the "invariant hamiltonian · density operator". The algebra in turn directly represents the "gauge invariance" of the theory. The invariant hamiltonian density operator consists of real and imaginary parts, of which the latter represents nonlocal interaction inside the string and exhibits a remarkable Hilbert transform relation. The detailed wave equation is brought to the set of the global wave equation corresponding to the wave equation in the usual sense and an. infinite number of subsidiary conditions which work to suppress unphysical states. The unconventional definition of normal mode operators {C.~/} enables a uniform treatment of external and internal motions and the factorization of all wave operators into convolutions .. The theory .leads to dual amplitude for a particular value of intercept. A completely equivalent formulation of theory with the introduction of a proper-time like parameter is also given, which supplies further insights. Finally speculations are made for generalizing the model to more realistic cases. § I. Introduction
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The assumption that a hadron should have an extended structure with an associated constructive force and thus should contain relativistic internal movement has led to an infinite-component wave equation, which directly represents such structure and movement quantum-mechanically. It was shown that such a theory has general features suited for correlating hadronic excited states.
)
In particular we have treated in this framework a multilocal wave equation representing a relativistic oscillator model. 
which are compatible with (1· 2) and restrict relative-time vibrations to their ground states. Alternatively, if we understand indefinite metric for relative-time degrees, the subsidiary conditions are represented by (r= 1, 2, ... , N)
in place of (1· 3). In either case the model gives mesonic "narrow" resonances lying on a linear trajectory and its equally-spaced daughters. From a very different viewpoint, the Veneziano amplitude and the multiparticle dual amplitude 4 ) have recently been obtained and gained some remarkable success for mesonic reactions. These amplitudes imply, as are evidenced through their factorizations, a very rich level scherne,
6
) which is analogous to that of the relativistic oscillator model· above stated in its limit N~oo. This suggests that an internal structure of oscillator type for the hadron underlies the dual amplitude. Indeed it has been shown explicitly 6 ) that the dual amplitude is derived if we take the multilocal model associated with a special constructive force implying a one-dimensional ordering of multilocal points whose numbe.r N is sufficiently large, or more strictly N ~ oo.
Mathematically, however, it is more convenient to deal with the N~oo case from the · outset, and then this means to adopt the model of a one-dimensional elastic continuum, a 'string'. In fact Nambu 7 ) and Susskind
)
analysed the dual amplitude in terms of such a string model by using the same operators a/ and a/t as those of the multilocal theory.*)
Both formulations (i.e., the multilocal one and string one) deriving the dual amplitude, however, have been incomplete, especially because they lacked the subsidiary conditions that are counterparts of (1· 3) or (1· 4), and thus include unphysical states. In this paper we present a new and more complete formulation of the infinite-component theory for a string underlying the dual amplitude.**) Our theory is deduced essentially from the following three simple fundamental postulates.
(I)
The assumption of the "string" model, i.e., a one-dimensional mechanical continuum with elastic internal tension. The postulate that the relativistic quantum mechanics for such a system should be represented completely by a "detailed wave equation" defined at every material point of the string.
*) The utilization of those oscillator operators for the factorization of the dual amplitude was also made by Fubini et al.9 ) from a more formal standpoint. **) The essential contents of this work have been given in two short reports [the :first papers in Refs. 10) and 11)], while the detailed accounts have been given in Japanese [the second papers in Refs. 10) and 11)].
(III) The assumption of local interaction (for the 11"1odel of strong interaction), i.e., that the coupling of this system with the external field should take place just at one point on the string. Besides, we make a supplementary assumption of using indefinite metric for relative-time degrees, but we do not make other ad hoc assumptions except for few ones made for the purpose of simplicity.
The postulate (II) is especially important, and the concrete form of this detailed wave equation is severely restricted from its very self-con~istency. The detailed wave equation transcends the conventional notion of wave equation, but still it is a wave equation in the sense that it defines the state vector space of relativistic quantum mechanics for such a system. Naturally it implies more ingredients over and above a wave equation in the usual sense. In fact it automatically builds in a set of infinite number of subsidiary conditions, which correspond to the generalizations of (1· 4) [see ( 4 · 33)] and work to suppress unphysical states. It leads, in conjunction with the postulate (III), to the dual amplitude for the particular case where the trajectory intercept equals one. The result is essentially the same a~ that obtained by Virasoro,l 2 > but the theoretical construction and method are quite different.
In our approach the duality is not imposed beforehand, but rather results from the above fundamental postulates, and thus the duality is viewed just as a characteristic feature of an extended structure. Although the present model has a limitation to the case of an ideal intercept value, it is in itself interesting because of its intrinsic simplicity which makes the essential features of our method particulary clear. In order to relax the above limitation, we need to treat a more complicated model with additional internal degrees within the framework of our method of detailed wave equation, which itself can be regarded as a general one for representing the relativistic quantum dynamics of an extended object. Some speculations relevant to such a generalization of the model is made in the last section. § 2. Fundamental equation
Based on the three postulates mentioned above we construct relativistic quantum mechanics for such a system at the level of "one-particle theory". We first note that the basic dynamical variables for a finite string with open ends are the "positional coordinates" x"' (u) and the conjugate "momentum variables" q"' (u), both depending on a real scalar dimension-less parameter u, which is the label specifying each material element constituting the string and is adjusted, for convenience, to range as -l<u<l.
Both x"' (u) and q"' (u) are self-adjoint and satisfy
In the representation making {xP (u)} diagonal, the state vector 7Jf for the system is represented by the wave functional 7Jf[xP (u)], for which
Since Xp (u) mean the positional coordinates, the translation operator PP, that IS the 4-momentum, of the system is to be defined by its property
Thus P P IS given by
which evidently satisfies (2 · 3), owing to (2 · 2). By similar argument the angular momentum tensor Mpv of the system must be given by
On the other hand there is arbitrariness in the definition of the geometrical centerof-mass XP 'of the system, because this can be given by with an arbitrary weight function p (u) restricted by f~1p (u) du = 1. In fact (2 · 6) satisfies (2·7) owing to (2·2) and (2·4). Thus even a fixed material point xp(u) (with u fixed) of the string can itself be taken as the center-of-mass. The convention we adopt for the center-of-mass definition is given later [Eq. (3 · 7)].
Henceforth up to § 5, we consider the case where the system is free from :external interaction, but many of the results obtained there can be used also for the case with interaction to be treated in § 6 and the following. For a free string the relativistic wave equation in the usual sense will be of the form
where !1 and !2 are certain c-number functions. · We call A 0 "invariant total hamil-· tonian ", *> of which the first term represents the kinetic term while the second term represents the tension keeping the string from dissociation. Now our postulate (II) requires that the state vector space for this system should be defined by a more detailed wave equation of the form
defined at each material point u along the string, in such a way that the usual wave equation (2 · 8), which we call "global wave equation", is a consequence of (2 · 9). Thus (2 · 8) must be recovered from (2 · 9) by the aid of a certain weight function g (u) , as Therefore H(u), which we call "invariant hamiltonian density operator", must be of the form
where h and ,h are again certain c~number functions while Ho(u) IS a certain operator function satisfying
The detailed wave equation (2 · 9) is really a set of infinitely many simultaneous equations, whose compatibility requires that the operator H(u) satisfy a closed algebra of the form
Here ·we are assuming a linear algebra for simplicity**> so that
) is a c-number function, which may contain a-function and its derivatives. Consider, for example, the case when one took for H(u) the simplest form
which recover (2·8) most trivially. Then the commutator [Ho(ul), Ho(u2)] has the term proportional to (2·13) *> This is because one can introduce a proper-time-like parameter -r such that (2·8) is trans-
**> This is a simplifying assumption about the model like the other one which assumed the absence of higher order terms with respect to (dxjdu) 2 in A 0 of (2·8).
in so far as tension exists, and this term violates the compatibility condition (2 ·12) at U1~U2, As already stated, however, we started with the more general form (2 ·10) under the requirements (2 · 11) ·and (2 · 12) . It can then be shown, based on (2 · 2) only, that the unknown functions A_, ~' Hb and g in (2 ·10) and (2 ·11) are essentially determined within certain simplifying assumptions, and we arnve at the form
where the symbol ~ indicates the principal value integral and {A, B} + = AB + BA.
(In fact H_(u) =Ha(u)-Hb(u) +wo=H(u)t presents the alternative solution, but in
the following we adopt (2 ·14a). The consequence of adopting H_ (u) for H(u) is stated in § 4.) Clearly H(u) is originally arbitrary up to a multiplier, and we have chosen (2 ·14) for H(u) as dimensionless. This contains two constants, " with the dimension [l-2 ] and the dimensionless Wo. Corresponding to the cohesive force, " is positive, and in place of it we shall also employ the constant l 0 or fJ. = lo -l related to " by
This quantity (2 · 15) gives, as will be seen, the trajectory slope, while -(1) 0 gives the intercept of the leading trajectory [see Eq. (5·4)]. For H(u) of (2 ·14) we have the commutation relation
in accord with (2 ·12). Note that the right-hand side of (2 · 16) vanishes as U2~uh being free from the singularity of the type (2 ~ 13). Also, (2 ·11) is satisfied, with the use of g(u) = (n.J1-u 2 )-I, so that the imaginary part Hb(u) does not contribute to the global operator
J1-u 2 m accord with (2 · 8).
Thus we have established the theory for free case. It is given simply by the detailed wave equation (2 · 9) with the invariant hamiltonian density operator H(u) of (2 ·14), which is constructed from the basic operators x"' (u) and q"' (u) obeying (2 · 2). We note some features of the theory. (a) The invariant hamiltonian density H(u) consists of real and imaginary parts which contain the weight factor 1-u 2 (or 1-u'
2 ) vanishing at both ends of the string. (b) The imaginary part is the sum of contributions, of the one-dimensional Coulomb-force type, from the source intensity {dxjdu', q(u')}+ at every point u' of the string; this implies the presence of a kind of nonlocal interaction working inside the string. This part Hb (u) is mathematically the Hilbert transform of the source intensity. (Note that though it is a finite Hilbert transform, the integrand vanishes at the ends.) (c) The theory has a lot of symmetry properties, some of which are responsible for the mass degeneracy of high degree. The existence of the closed algebra (2 ·16) immediately means the "gauge invariance" of the theory (see § § 4 and 6). Peculiar symmetry properties are implied in the Hilbert transform relation mentioned above and also in the invariance under the interchange (u-u') are invariant under (2 ·17) though the boundary conditions may not be so. Also the theory is invariant under
. Parameter transformations
Clearly the label u which designates each material point constituting the string may be replaced by any monotonous function
such that Xp (u) =Xp (w(u) 
Also the symmetry (2 ~ 17) is preserved in the w-measure; that is, the theory Is invariant under ~dx ( w) / dw;::_q ( w) .
A useful example of (3 ·1) is
Then q(w) =4wq (u) , and
w+w'
In the sequal, however, we mostly utilize the parameter o· given by the monotonically decreasing function we adopt henceforth the definition that is u111iform in the (J -measure:
which satisfies
We shall see later· that this gives really the most convenient definition. Our detailed wave equation is reexpressed as 10 )
For an operator product occurring in H(<J) we understand normal product throughout. The algebra (2 ·16) is rewritten as
*> We are assuming that dx/du is finite at both ends u=±l. This implies that [dx/du]q=O,n-=0, and to be compatible with this boundary condition, (3·6b) is to be modified to [xtt(cr) 
However, the extra a-function terms in the right side do not affect the results. .
Note here that
The invariant hamiltonian operator becomes ·We now introduce more generally· the quantities
By the aid of the formula · (rt
they are reexpressed as 
and further
The last one means that {Ar; r= 0, 1, 2, · · ·} form a closed algebra, agam expressing the compatibility conditions of the fundamental equation. For some purpose it is useful to separate the center-of-mass X and the 4-momentum P from x (<1) and p (<1), such that
Then the relative coordinates x (rJ) and the relative momenta p (<1), both representing the internal degrees, satisfy the constraints and the commutation relations
With this separation, (3 ·14) is rewritten as
(3·20) The elegant feature of our theory is that the wave equation in the usual sense A 0 ?/f = 0 and the subsidiary con~litions A 7 ?f! = 0 (r>O) are treated in a unified way and moreover, as we shall see, the external momentum P"' and the internal momenta are treated uniformly in terms of the quantities C / (r= 0, ± 1, ± 2, .. 
where lo is given by (2 ·15). We can now regard {,; /, n/; r= 0, 1, 2, · · ·} as basic variables, and the basic commutation relations (3 · 6) are transformed into**l However, we want to uniformly factorize all Ar given by (3 ·14), and we anticipate that this is achieved by introducing the set of operators***l
the introduction of which is also suggested from the symmetry property (3 · 23);
Clearly C,,r are reexpressed as *> This corresponds to the expansion of x(u) and p(u) by Tchebycheff polynomials Tn(u) . Thus x(u) =2lo(l/ yf2 .;o+ 2]~=1~rTr(u)). **> In the calculations in this paper we frequently employ the formulas: 2]~=l cos nr=n21~= oo
X8(cT-2nr) -i;
:2]~= 1 sin rcT=i cot(cT/2). ***> Cllr in the present paper is essentially the same as that employed in Refs. 10) and 11), but the present definition differs from the previous one by the common phase factor -i. 
whereas C/ for r=FO represent the internal variables. In fact cr and c-r (r>O) are connected with ~r and nr by
Further from ( 4 · 7) one gets*)
Thus x~"(6) = .J2iloP :E' C/cos r 6 = .J2ilo iSCC/ -C/t) cos r 6 , 
In the above equations we attached the symbol P to emphasize that the summation means oo N P ::E = lim ::E ( 4 · 17)
r=-oo N---'>oo r=-N This fact follows from the self-adjointness of x~" (6) and p~" (6). Equations ( 4 ·15) *> In our theory, as in the original multilocal theory, it is essential that x 11 (0') has the meaning of positional coordinates, and the expansion (4·13) accords with this fact. For instance the quantity x 11 (0') which has the expansion x(O') =21~= 1 (1/r) (Creir<1±Crt e-ir<1) cannot have this meaning 
Since H(rJ) is translation-invariant it must be expressed by {C/} alone. In fact by ( 4 ·14), ( 4 ·15) and the formula (3 ·13), one gets 
Ha(rJ) =!!_[P(rJY' +JC(dx )
n=-oo
N+r
Ar=tlim ~ cncr-n.
Then, with the use of these Ar, ( 4 · 23) is rewritten as 00
T=l which gives just the Fourier expansion of H(6). Thus we have established that our detailed wave equation H(6) 7JI" = 0 IS equivalent to the discrete set of equations
and that every wave operator Ar, which is Fourier component of H (6) Thus by using (4·29) we readily obtain
and thereby we· also recover (3 ·17) immediately.*) Equation (4 ~ 30) contains in particular
which implies that A 0 or R is the operator of phase transformation of C/ according to (4· 31) and also that cr is a iJR = -r operator.
Our fundamental equation ( 2 )
The fact that the wave equation in the usual sense and all necessary subsidiary conditions emerge from the original detailed wave equation corroborates our postulate (II) for characterizing the relativistic quantum mechanics of an extended structure.
At this point we add the following remarks. First, the fact that the fundamental equation is written as (4 · 26) in terms of the operators Ar which form the closed algebra (3 ·17) exhibits by itself that the Ar's are nothing but the generators of "gauge transformations" which leave the theory for free case Invariant. That is to say, we consider a generally non-unitary transformation is equivalent to (4 · 26). A gauge transformation transforms x~-' (0') in a nonlocal way as is viewed from (3·15) and [Ar, [Ar,x(O') ', etc. Note also that the subsidiary conditions or the gauge generators are not self-adjoint and do not imply usual conservation laws.
Secondly, owing to the algebra (3 ·17), one can regard that only the first three equations (r = 0, 1, 2) among ( 4 · 26) are the primary ones and the others (r>3) We do not take this alternative, which corresponds to the generalization of (1· 3). We have taken ( 4 · 26), corresponding to the generalization of (1· 4). *) Accordingly we must assume Hilbert space with indefinite metric with respect to all relative-time degrees ~or (r= 1, 2, · · ·), so as to avoid the infinite degeneracies of mass levels. The operators A-r =Art (r>O) are still useful for further development of theory (construction of spurious states, twisting operators, etc.) which will be treated in a subsequent paper.
It is the characteristic feature of our formulation that all variables C/ (r=:; 0) have been treated uniformly and on equal footing, and the speciality of 
which has sense for r>O only. Thus in the transition-from the use of C/ to the use of a/ and a/t the distinction between the treatments of the internal variables (r>O) and the "external" variable (r= 0) presents itself. In terms of ar, the operator R is written as 
The spin tensor (3 · 22) is reexpressed as (4 ·46)
We note that the totality of *> Note that one cannot assume both (4·26) and (4·43) simultaneously because of the existence of the term Br 8 r(r2-l)j3 in the commutator (4·41) and because of the non-zero w 0 in accord · with the argument in § 2. 
We expect that the use of indefinite metric is justified precisely by virtue of the presence of the subsidiary conditions ( 4 · 33) or ( 4 · 36), existing one to one for each vectorial phonon mode, since each subsidiary condition relates each relative-time mode to space-mode and thereby it will effectively eliminate negativenorm states. In the representation making (5 ·1) diagonal, the wave functional is an infinite-component wave function (5·5) where r= 1, 2, · · · ; and our fundamental equation ( 4 · 26) means the simultaneous equations of infinite component equations. Since the fundamental equations are invariant under C/ ~ -C/ (which include P"'~ -P"', for r=O), they allow nega~ tive energy solution,s as well as positive energy solutions. The conserved "physical norm" to be defined by (5·6) will be positive-definite for a superposition of physical positive-energy solutions only, but is not so for a superposition of both positive and negative energy solutions. This unsatisfactory situation occurring in the non-second-quantized level is the same one as met in the case of the simple Klein-Gordon theory.
The bases of the state vector space are given by the set of internal eigen- This is in an external plane-wave state with the 4-momentum (p.j v'2)C/', but is not a physical state unless {C/'} satisfy certain simultaneous equations corresponding to ( 4 · 26) .
We shall now construct a few physical states for illustration. A state at the ground mass level is specified by the conditions C/7JI' 0 = 0. {r= 1, 2, · · ·)
We consider the external plane-wave state with the 4-momentum P" and denote it by IP", 0), where 0 indicates that R = 0 in accord with (5 · 8). The global wave equation then requires that the squared mass must be (5·9)
The spin-parity is clearly o+ due to (5 · 8). The ground mass level can equally We call this ket "mathematical ground state", 2 ) since it satisfies all the internal ground state subsidiary conditions (5 ·11a), but does not itself satisfy the global wave equation. This ket is given explicitly by (5·12) because this satisfies (5 · 11'), owing to ( 4 ·19). Here the "vacuum" I 0, 0) is itself a mathematical ground state. Now we consider the first excited mass level (R = 1). We take the external plane-wave state with the 4-momentum P/. The global wave equation requires the mass shell condition -P'2 = /1.2 (1 + Wo) .
Then the subsidiary conditions require that it consists of the following JP = 1-states I ( A) P' 1)= (g -P--;.,'P/ )c 1 tiP' 0)
where IP', 0) is the mathematical ground state with the 4-momentum P' satisfying (5 ·13). Next, the second excited mass level (R = 2) must have the form
where P' obeys the mass shell condition -pn = /1. 2 (2 + Wo).
With the aid of ( 4 ·19) and ( 4 · 22) we verify that all subsidiary conditions are satisfied if the coefficients a and /3 satisfy a.,P/ + : 2 /3.,,=0.
Taking these into account, each J = 2, 1, 0 state can be obtained explicitly. In this way we can explicitly construct state vectors of higher excited mass I levels satisfying our detailed wave equation, i.e. ( 4 · 26), and then we can check their norm. The expectation that negative norm states should be suppressed is really confirmed for the case of lower excited levels under the intercept value (6 ~ 21) (see next section) though there occur some zero-norm states. The treatment of the problem of ghost elimination, however, is not complete, until we achieve a more general analysis regarding all mass levels. This problem is deferred to a subsequent study.
14 )
